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192 Precision Plus Package............B2-FAB + B2-mAS clamps

192 FAS Package..................................................FAS Clamp

192 Duo Package............................................B2-Duo Clamp

Clamp options:
guarantee

all really right stuff brand produCts are 
guaranteed to the original purChaser to be free 
of defeCts in materials or workmanship for five 

(5) years from the date of purChase. produCts 
will be repaired or replaCed at our option.

top view:

bottom view:

key features of mpr-192 rail:

All packages 
include one 

MPR‑192 rail.

single centered 3/8”-16 
accessory socket

Clamp & Rail Packages are commonly used as nodal slides 
for panoramas, as focusing rails for macro, and as lateral 
sliders for tilt-shift & macro panoramas. Choose the clamp that 
accepts the fore/aft or left/right dovetails of your plates.

safety stop 
screws front 
and back

laser engraved 
scale in 1mm 
increments

install optional anti-twist flange if 
using only one mounting screw

one each 5/32” 
and M2.5 hex keys

10 pairs of threaded 
holes for installing 
optional flange 
(included) two ¼”-20 captive B101 screws

bullseye spirit level 
for quick leveling

holes for 
backwards 

compatibility 
with legacy 
flash arms
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Clamp & rail paCkages

optional hardware:
Your MPR-192 Rail can also be used as a multi-purpose rail for 
large lenses or cameras. In that case, you may wish to use the 
included hardware. However, when used as part of a Clamp & 
Rail Package, the hardware is unnecessary.

slots accept 
¼”-20 screws 

(2 included)
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192 preCision plus paCkage
mpr-192 + b2-fab + b2-mas

Sliding back-to-back mini-clamps accept quick-release plates 
with fore/aft dovetails and left/right dovetails.

in use
Most body plate dovetails run left/right, but lens feet dovetails 
run fore/aft. To change clamp orientation, loosen screw 3 
rotations, then lift and re-orient clamp; tighten screw.

192 fas paCkage
mpr-192 + fas Clamp

Sliding lever-release clamp accepts Really Right Stuff 
quick-release plates with left/right dovetails.

in use
The FAS clamp delivers the best precision positioning of all 
Clamp & Rail Packages due to it unique index marker. This 
makes the FAS Package an excellent choice 
as a nodal slide for panoramas. 
Use locking knob opposite 
index marker to lock clamp 
in place. Use only with 
RRS or Wimberley 
quick-release plates.

192 duo paCkage
mpr-192 + b2-duo Clamp

Sliding clamp accepts quick-release plates with fore/aft dovetails.

in use
The B2-DUO is our lowest profile sliding clamp. Clamp locks to 
rail & plate simultaneously because clamp knob drives directly 
against a single clamp jaw. 
Nylon thumbscrews function 
only to keep lens plate in place 
when clamp jaw is loosened 
to make changes in position 
along the rail.for Camera bodies: clamp 

knobs are perpendicular.
for lens feet: clamp 
knobs are parallel.

or
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